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Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) often contain a high density of twin defects that form a twin

superlattice, but its effects on electronic properties are largely unknown. Here, nonadiabatic

quantum molecular dynamics simulation shows unique surface electronic states at alternating

(111)A and (111)B sidewall surfaces of a twinned [111]-oriented GaAs NW, which act as

effective charge-recombination centers. The calculated large surface recombination velocity

quantitatively explains recent experimental observations and provides microscopic understanding

of the underlying surface-recombination processes. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903487]

Nanowires (NWs) composed of semiconductors such as

gallium arsenide (GaAs) have promising applications, includ-

ing being used in solar cells.1–4 Among many unique fea-

tures, these NWs often contain a high density of twin defects

that form a twin superlattice (TSL).5–7 The geometry of

TSLs has been studied extensively. In a [111]-oriented III–V

semiconductor NW, a TSL is commonly accompanied by

alternating (111)A and (111)B sidewall surfaces.5–7 These

TSLs greatly affect the electronic properties of NWs. For

example, they surprisingly increase the radiative decay time

of a bound exciton while decreasing the carrier mobility in a

[111] oriented GaAs NW.8,9

The charge-recombination (CR) rate at NW sidewall

surfaces is an important electronic property, which essen-

tially controls the efficiency of GaAs-NW devices. In solar

cells, for instance, a large fraction of photoexcited electron-

hole pairs recombine and are lost before they can be col-

lected as an electric current. Consequently, the power con-

version efficiency of GaAs-NW solar cells remains relatively

low. In fact, optical pump-terahertz probe time domain spec-

troscopy has shown orders-of-magnitude higher surface

recombination velocity (SRV) for GaAs NWs compared

with those in InAs and InP NWs.10 Potential causes of the

large SRV include the formation of surface oxides11 and

associated interfacial CR.12 However, the effect of ubiqui-

tous TSLs on SRV remains elusive. Fundamental scientific

questions are: What is the effect of TSLs on surface elec-

tronic states, and how do they influence the SRV in GaAs

NWs?

To answer these questions, we first perform quantum

molecular dynamics (QMD) simulations13–15 in which

interatomic forces are computed from first-principles based

density functional theory.16 Here, electronic states are calcu-

lated using the projector-augmented-wave method,17,18

which is an all-electron electronic-structure-calculation

method within a frozen-core approximation. The generalized

gradient approximation19 is used for the exchange-

correlation energy with nonlinear core corrections.20 We

apply self-interaction corrections to the energies of the

Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals.21,22 The momentum-space for-

malism is utilized,23 where the plane-wave cutoff energies

are 30 and 250 Ry for the electronic pseudo-wave functions

and the pseudo-charge density, respectively. The energy is

minimized with respect to the KS orbitals iteratively using a

preconditioned conjugate-gradient method. Projector func-

tions are generated for the 4s, 4p, and 4d states of Ga and

As.

As explained above, TSLs in [111]-oriented III–V semi-

conductor NWs are commonly associated with {111} side-

wall facets.5–7 To simplify the geometry while retaining this

key feature, we here simulate a GaAs nanosheet (NS)24,25 as

shown in Fig. 1(a). The xy-cross section (which is parallel to

the (111) crystallographic plane of GaAs zinc blende crystal)

of the NS has side lengths of 45.00 Å and 15.99 Å in the x
and y directions, which are aligned with the [110] and [11�2]

directions, respectively. (111) GaAs bilayers are stacked in

such a way as to expose Ga-terminated (111)A and As-

terminated (111)B type sidewall surfaces, whereas the peri-

odic boundary condition (PBC) is applied in the y direction

to emulate an infinite NS. A stacking defect is inserted in the

middle of the simulation box in the z direction to revert the

stacking sequence (Fig. 1(a)). We apply the PBC in the z
direction, and consequently there are two twin boundary

planes, one at z¼Lz/2 and the other at z¼ Lz or equivalently

at z¼ 0 due to the PBC, where Lz¼ 39.17 Å is the height of

the simulation box in the z direction. This amounts to a TSL

with a twin-twin distance of Lz/2¼ 19.58 Å, which is typical

in experimental systems. The simulated system contains 768

atoms, and the C point is used for Brillouin zone sampling.

We first obtain the minimum-energy atomic configura-

tion by relaxing the atomic positions using the quasi-Newton

method. By doing so with ideal (111)A and (111)B sidewall

surfaces, we found the configuration to be mechanically

unstable, with some Ga atoms detaching from the (111)A

surfaces. This is understandable in light of the relatively high

surface energies of the ideal surfaces compared to some of

the reconstructed surfaces.26 We thus consider GaAs (111)B

sidewalls with Ga-adatom reconstructions (Fig. 1(b)) and
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GaAs (111)A sidewalls with Ga-vacancy reconstructions

(Fig. 1(c)). These reconstructed surfaces are charge-neutral

and have the lowest surface energies compared with other

surfaces at most Ga and As vapor pressures.26 The NS with

these reconstructed sidewall surfaces remains stable during

the quasi-Newton energy minimization.

Surface electronic states: We study the KS energy levels

that lie in the bulk band gap. Since the effect of twin bounda-

ries on the energy levels is known to be very small,8,9 such

gap states, if they exist, are expected to arise from the result-

ing alternating (111)A and (111)B sidewall surfaces. To quan-

tify these surface states, we calculate the electronic partial

density-of-states27 (PDOS) Da(E) projected onto the wave

functions of the atoms in the surface regions (a¼ (111)A or

(111)B). The definition of these surface regions is shown in

Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 2(a), the red and blue curves show the calcu-

lated D(111)A(E) and D(111)B(E), respectively, where the origin

of the energy is the Fermi energy. To show the alignment of

these surface energy levels relative to the band gap (�1.5 eV)

of the bulk GaAs, bulk conduction-band (CB) and valence-

band (VB) energies are marked by orange and green boxes,

respectively, in Fig. 2(a). The gap states derived from (111)A

surfaces are located just above the bulk VB top. On the other

hand, those derived from (111)B surfaces are located just

below the bulk CB bottom. These band alignments are illus-

trated in Fig. 2(b). To understand the nature of the band align-

ment, we project the CB-edge and VB-edge wave functions

onto the pseudoatomic orbitals centered at Ga and As atoms.28

For the CB-edge wave function, 67.6% and 32.4% of the total

population come from Ga 4s and As 4s states, respectively.8

The partial populations of the three degenerate VB-edge wave

functions, on the other hand, are nearly identical: 80.3% and

11.6%, respectively, from As 4p and Ga 4p states.8 Namely,

the CB wave function is s-like and is centered at Ga atoms,

whereas the VB wave functions are p-like around As atoms.

The reconstructed (111)A surface is characterized by Ga va-

cancy sites, and hence, it is more As-like. Since the VB-edge

wave functions reside dominantly on As atoms, it is under-

standable that the calculated PDOS of (111)A surfaces has a

larger weight near the VB edge. On the contrary, the recon-

structed (111)B surface has Ga adatoms, and hence is more

Ga-like. Accordingly, its PDOS has more weight near the CB

edge, where wave functions reside more on Ga atoms.

Energy relaxation dynamics of photoexcited electron-
hole pairs: To study how the surface gap states affect CR,

we perform nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics

(NAQMD) simulations.27,29–32 The NAQMD method

describes electronic excitations in the framework of linear-

response time-dependent density functional theory.33 In

addition, nonadiabatic transitions between excited electronic

states assisted by molecular motions are treated with a

surface-hopping approach.34–37 To perform large NAQMD

simulations involving many hundreds of atoms, we have

FIG. 1. Twinned GaAs nanosheet. (a) Relaxed GaAs crystal viewed from

the [1�1�2] direction, where red and yellow spheres represent Ga and As

atoms, respectively. Atoms that belong to (111)A and (111)B regions are

enclosed by red and blue lines, respectively. (b) Top view of the Ga-adatom

reconstruction of GaAs (111)B surface. (c) Top view of the Ga-vacancy

reconstruction of (111)A surface.
FIG. 2. Surface electronic states. (a) Electronic partial densities-of-states

(PDOS) projected onto the (111)A and (111)B sidewall surfaces defined in

Fig. 1(a) are shown by red and blue curves, respectively. Bulk conduction-

band (CB) and valence-band (VB) energies are marked by orange and green

boxes, respectively. (b) Schematic of the bulk CB (orange) and VB (green)

along with (111)A (red) and (111)B (blue) surface-state energies.
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implemented a series of techniques for efficiently calculating

the long-range exact exchange correction and excited-state

forces.21,22 Due to the use of excited-state forces, photo-

excitation also modifies ground-state electronic structures.

To mimic photoexcitation in the bulk, we excite an elec-

tron from an occupied KS orbital with energy equal to the

bulk VB top (Fig. 2(a)) to an unoccupied KS orbital with

energy equal to the bulk CB bottom (Fig. 2(a)). In Fig. 3, the

blue and red dots show the energy levels of the electron and

hole states, respectively, as a function of time. Initially, only

one electron-hole pair exists, where the difference between

the electron and hole energies is �1.5 eV. Due to nonadia-

batic transitions assisted by atomic motions, however, more

electron-hole pairs are created starting at �80 fs concen-

trated near the Fermi energy.

To quantify the CR rate governed by the multiple excita-

tions, we calculate the average electronic excitation energy

Eexc tð Þ¼
P

i ni tð Þei tð ÞH ei tð Þð Þ�
P

i 2�ni tð Þð Þei tð ÞH �ei tð Þð Þ
P

i ni tð ÞH ei tð Þð Þþ
P

i 2�ni tð Þð ÞH �ei tð Þð Þ ;

(1)

where ni(t) and ei(t) are the occupation number and energy of

the i-th state at time t, and the step function H(x) is 1 (x� 0)

or 0 (x< 0). Figure 4 shows the calculated Eexc(t) in a semi-

log plot. The linear decrease represented by the solid line in

Fig. 4 indicates an exponential decay of the excitation energy,

Eexc(t)¼E0exp(�kCRt), where E0 is the photo-excitation

energy and kCR is the CR rate. The best fit yields

kCR¼ (3.0 6 0.2)� 1011 (s�1). The corresponding decay time

of a few ps is consistent with a value inferred for GaAs NWs

from recent optical pump-terahertz probe measurements.10

Surface recombination velocity: The CR time s in NWs

is commonly expressed as

1

s
¼ 1

sbulk

þ 4S

d
; (2)

where sbulk is the bulk CR time, d is the NW diameter, and S
is the SRV. Joyce et al. performed optical pump-terahertz

probe experiments to measure the decay time of

photoexcited carriers in GaAs NWs of diameter d¼ 30, 50,

and 80 nm.10 They fitted the measured diameter-dependent

decay time to Eq. (2) and estimated S¼ 5.4� 103 m/s.

To compare our NAQMD simulation results with these

experiments, we construct a simple model as follows:

Consider a cylindrical NW of diameter d, in which the CR

rate is much larger than the bulk value in the outer shell of

thickness d as shown in Fig. 5(a). An electron-hole pair

photoexcited in the core of the NW must first diffuse to the

shell to recombine at a rate of kCR. We solve a simple

diffusion-reaction equation for the photoexcited carrier pop-

ulation using the diffusion coefficient of D¼ 10�3 m2/s (a

typical value for a hole in bulk GaAs). From the spatial

decay of typical surface states observed in our simulation,

we estimate d¼ 1 nm. Figure 5(b) shows the calculated car-

rier population as a function of time for d¼ 30, 50, and

80 nm. We see more rapid decay of carriers for smaller d.

From the exponential fit (solid lines in Fig. 5(b)), we obtain

the effective CR rate for each diameter d. Figure 5(c) shows

the fitted kCR as a function of d. By fitting the result with Eq.

(2), we obtain the SRV to be (3.6 6 0.9)� 103 m/s. This

value is the same order-of-magnitude as the experimental

value of 5.4� 103 m/s. Thus, the TSL and associated {111}

sidewall surfaces can quantitatively account for the experi-

mentally observed large SRV in GaAs NWs. It is also under-

standable that the calculated SRV is slightly smaller than the

experimental value, since the former is for the ideal recon-

structed surfaces and does not include the contributions of

surface oxidation and other defects. Possible defects in ex-

perimental systems include vacancies and impurities (e.g.,

carbon) introduced during the growth.

The high SRV of a twinned GaAs NW may be under-

stood as a consequence of the unique electronic structures

associated with its geometry. Namely, alternating (111)A

and (111)B sidewall surfaces with, respectively, near VB-

edge and CB-edge energies provide spatially proximate CR

sites. Photoexcited electrons tend to migrate quickly to

(111)B surfaces driven by the energy alignment, while holes

migrate to (111)A surfaces. With a high density of twin

defects (i.e., short length scales of alternating (111)A and

(111)B surface segments), the electron and hole wave func-

tions have considerable overlap and hence a large CR rate

and SRV. To confirm that the very large SRV is a

FIG. 3. Energy relaxation of photoexcited electron-hole pairs. Electron

(solid blue circle) and hole (solid red circle) energy levels are shown as a

function of time. The other occupied and unoccupied energy levels are

shown by green and orange dots, respectively.

FIG. 4. The average electronic excitation energy as a function of time.
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consequence of the unique surface geometry associated with

TSLs, we have performed another simulation, in which the

sidewall surface is (110) instead of alternating (111)A/

(111)B. The calculated CR rate at the (110) surface is

orders-of-magnitude smaller (�107 s�1).38 Hence, the much

larger CR rate (�1011 s�1) in this paper is likely due to the

TSL-related surface geometry.

In summary, our NAQMD simulations have shown that

unique surface electronic states at alternating (111)A and

(111)B sidewall surfaces of twinned GaAs NWs act as

effective CR centers. The calculated SRV quantitatively

explains recent experimental observations. Such atomistic

understanding lays a foundation for the rational design of

GaAs NW-based devices.
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